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 F
or the opening statement of a Paradise Valley 
residence, interior designer Lissa Lee Hickman 
opted to craft an entry with an unexpected 
twist. Eschewing the typical—think an effusive 
bouquet of Asiatic lilies on a marble-topped 

console—she assembled a quartet of armchairs cloaked in 
cool linen around a glass-and-wrought-iron table, creating 
a welcoming sitting area. “I wanted the first thing you see 
to be something beautiful but also functional,” the interior 
designer says, explaining the spot acts like a parlor. “It’s 
the wife’s favorite room in the house.”

Hickman’s vision for this area speaks volumes about  
the residence’s tone of easygoing refinement. The entry’s 
hand-carved wood chandelier suspended from a white 
coffered ceiling, for example, responds to the home’s 
traditional side, while the white-oak flooring leans casual.  
“I call it ‘approachable elegance,’ ” the interior designer 
says. “I took my cues from the homeowners, who didn’t 
want anything fussy or over the top.” Indeed, the wife 
arrived to meetings armed with inspiration photos that 
illustrated a desire for a fresh, traditional look, which 
Hickman kept in focus throughout the project.

Architect Erik B. Peterson responded in kind with  
a structure that melds the formal elements of Spanish 
Colonial with the ease of a French farmhouse and a hint  
of modern. Matching gables flanking a hip-roof tower  
help establish a strong sense of symmetry. “Outside, 
there’s a Spanish-tile roof tempered by more casual 
wood-rafter tails, and the farmhouse shutters balance 
windows meant to emulate old steel-window systems,” 
the architect says. “Inside, the clean white-on-white 
palette is more contemporary.”

The relaxed-meets-refined vibe resonates in the living 
room, where a jute-and-wool rug, a wood-topped coffee 
table and reclaimed beams—a nod to the French-country 

motif—are counterpoints to its traditional upholstered 
seating profiles. “We reached for washed linen on the 
sofas and chair to add another textural layer,” Hickman 
says. The creamy look is punctuated with blue accents 
through the armchair, pillows and draperies. “The owners 
have spent time in California and Hawaii and wanted  
some sky and water hues mixed into the palette,” the 
interior designer explains.

The colorway repeats on the draperies and accessories 
in the dining room, where upholstered seating surrounds 
a wood table while a hand-painted antique mirror above 
a hand-carved credenza tie back to the home’s French-
country elements. These items are among the many pieces 
Hickman garnered during a series of shopping expeditions 
with the wife. “She was very actively involved in the entire 
process and didn’t want to buy from a catalog,” the interior 
designer says. “It was important to her to touch things and 
actually sit on chairs to make sure they were comfortable.”

Nearby, the kitchen is “a light, bright happy space,” 
Hickman says, pointing to white recessed cabinets, 
marble counters and muted porcelain backsplash. Part 
of its crisp look comes from double-sided glass cabinets 
that divide that space from an eating area, explains builder 
Tony Calvis. “The kitchen is an interior room,” he says, 
“but thanks to the separation between the kitchen and 
breakfast nook, natural light flows through the glass 
cabinets and brightens the space.”  

Just as bright is the master bedroom, where a double 
layer of draperies mitigate the harsh desert light and the 
walls’ coat of neutral ecru adds warmth. To fill the 12-foot-
high space, Hickman sought a statement-making lighting 
piece and an upholstered four-poster alder-wood bed. “We 
found a canopy bed and had it customized to be open so 
it wouldn’t compete with the chandelier,” she says. Likewise, 
a reproduction French chandelier appears in the adjacent 
master bathroom, where wainscot softens the marble 
flooring and counters.

Outside, landscape designer Jeremy McVicars 
complemented the architecture with a border of 
manicured dwarf myrtle hedge. Near the front door,  
he planted Japanese privet and white iceberg roses  
in shredded mulch. “Rather than create a desert feel,  
the mulch is lusher,” McVicars explains. To enhance the 
entry sequence, he aligned the front door with a carved-
limestone fountain in the back, where the same reclaimed 
brick that defines the walkways is repeated on a patio. 
“There’s a hint of formality, but nothing is too stuffy,” he 
says. Here, Hickman chose all-weather wicker furnishings 
to complement the interior design. “We made sure the 
main indoor-furniture colors transitioned gracefully into 
the outdoor areas, harmoniously connecting them,” she 
says. “Nothing stands out as a visual distraction for the 
eye. Everything flows effortlessly throughout the home, 
inside as well as outside.”  

Interior designer Lissa Lee Hickman created 
a memorable entry in the foyer of a Paradise 
Valley home, where Lee Industries armchairs 

from CAI Designs dressed in Cowtan & 
Tout fabric surround a Paul Ferrante coffee 

table from John Brooks Incorporated. A 
Visual Comfort & Co. chandelier provides 

an elegant touch; Kerry Joyce draperies 
flank doors that open to a terrace.

 “I WANTED THE 
FIRST THING 

YOU SEE TO BE 
SOMETHING 

BEAUTIFUL BUT 
ALSO FUNCTIONAL.”

–LISSA LEE HICKMAN
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Architect Erik B. Peterson added 
character in the living room through 

reclaimed-wood ceiling beams 
and a carved-limestone fireplace 
surround from Casa de Cantera. 

The conversation grouping 
consists of Chaddock sofas and 
a Minton-Spidell armchair—all 
covered in Fabricut linen from 

Dean-Warren—and a Ralph Lauren 
Home coffee table. An Aidan Gray 
chandelier hangs overhead, while 
a jute-and-wool rug from The Floor 
Collection Design sits underneath.
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Opposite: Goodall Custom Cabinetry & Millwork fabricated the kitchen cabinets with traditional  
recessed doors and an island topped with Calacatta Gold-honed marble from ER Tile & Stone. The 
Hickory Chair counter stools are upholstered in Castel fabrics; the light fixtures are by Dana Creath.

Below: A Visual Comfort & Co. light fixture from Hinkley’s suspends above the kitchen island’s Rohl sink and 
Waterstone faucet from Central Arizona Supply. Pindler fabric draperies frame windows in the adjacent breakfast 
nook, where Chaddock chairs wearing Cowtan & Tout fabric from Town get cozy with an Alder & Company table.
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In the dining room, an Aidan Gray 
chandelier warms the Chaddock 

table and chairs, the latter clothed 
in Kravet fabric. A Dennis & Leen 
mirror is coupled with an Alder & 
Company credenza. Draperies 

are made from Robert Allen fabric, 
and the white-oak flooring is from 
Arizona Hardwood Floor Supply.
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Opposite: “I created a pause from the rest of the house,” Hickman says of the master bedroom, 
where the bed and nightstands—topped with Stephen Gerould lamps—are by Chaddock. 
The Lee Industries armchairs are covered in Pindler fabrics, and the chandelier is by Currey 
& Company. Two layers of Cowtan & Tout draperies modulate the natural light.

Below: The use of wainscoting in the master bathroom softens the Carrara marble floors and 
counter by Goodall Custom Cabinetry & Millwork. The Eloquence reproduction bench and Visual 
Comfort & Co. chandelier create a French feel. The luxurious soaking tub is by Kohler.

“I TOOK MY DESIGN CUES FROM THE 
HOMEOWNERS, WHO DIDN’T WANT 
ANYTHING FUSSY OR OVER THE TOP.”

–LISSA LEE HICKMAN
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The back patio’s Kingsley Bate 
chairs, sofa and coffee table from 
Inside/Out Showroom continue 
the interior’s quiet palette. The 
marble-topped console is from 
On The Veranda, and the pool is 
by Phoenician Pool Construction. 
The sandcast two-piece red-
roof tile is from Cholla Tile.
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